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ter how deftly applied, could not decipher the underlying what would turn out to be hundreds of novel, olfactory logic of olfaction. sensory neuron-specific receptors. Thus, what in retroThese stumbling blocks humbled all approaches for spect seems like a simple component of the screen was identifying odorant receptors, save those relying on gethe stroke of experimental brilliance that would lay the netics. Classical work in olfaction (Amoore, 1967) had molecular logic of the nose before our eyes. identified an intriguing array of "anosmias" in which indiIndeed, the landmark paper cited by the Nobel comvidual humans were unable to perceive a specific odor. mittee (Buck and Axel, 1991) is still impressive in its Thus, one promising avenue was to exploit forward gescope and prescience. Based on a limited data set-18 netic screens in model organisms, such as flies or sequenced putative receptors-but a remarkable string worms, with the aim of identifying mutants exhibiting of logical analyses, Buck and Axel inferred that the size similar anosmias for specific chemo-attractants or reof the family must be very large (they were within a pellents. The power of this approach rests with its ability factor of 3, even with crude initial estimates). Even more to identify components of a signal transduction pathway impressively, they deduced the presence of multiple without having to make assumptions about the nature subfamilies (now numbering in the hundreds), predicted of mechanisms or molecules involved. However, in the that each olfactory sensory neuron must select one or end the secrets of olfaction would be gleaned not from at most a few ORs to express from that large repertoire forward genetic screens, but from a reverse genetic (and proposed mechanisms for how this might be acanalysis of the mammalian olfactory epithelium based complished), and articulated an explicit model for the on a specific model of how odorant detection works. The significance of the discovery of these large famipairs would be expected to amplify sequences correlies of GPCRs is magnified by the fact that the number sponding to receptors irrelevant to odorant detection.
of genes is so large-between one and three percent However, if one assumed that the olfactory epithelium of the genome in various mammals (and, incredibly, in expressed a relatively large and novel repertoire of C. elegans as well). One could argue that the discovery GPCRs, then the relevant PCR product might appear as of olfactory receptors would have been as significant a uniform band on a gel, but it would actually consist of had there been far fewer, but the contrast with the three several related but distinct species. If so, then restriction receptors that subserve color vision implies a fundadigestion of these PCR products would reveal a ladder mental difference in coding strategy. It is unlikely that of bands whose sizes would sum to something signifisuch a large gene family would be maintained if chemical cantly greater than that of the uncleaved material. This cues of importance to rodents could be efficiently enassumption allowed Buck to successfully identify a collection of PCR products representing the first five of coded by a substantially smaller number of receptors.
Interestingly, along with the loss of the pheromone rereceptor, but also that sufficient mRNA is present in the axon terminals of these neurons to visualize their ceptors, roughly two-thirds of olfactory receptors genes projection to the olfactory bulb. Both the Buck and Axel have become pseudogenes during the course of human labs independently observed that the mRNA for each evolution-coincident with the emergence of trichroreceptor labels one or a few individual glomeruli in the matic vision and our upright gait, which removes our bulb and that the positions of these glomeruli are similar nose from contact with the rich palette of odorants near among individuals ( chromosomes. Thus one of the most fascinating questions to emerge from the cloning of olfactory receptor A different but related odor-say cotton candy-would result in activation of a different but partly overlapping genes concerns the processes whereby such a unique identity can be established by gene regulatory mechaset of glomeruli, conveying a distinct percept. In this way the problem of recognizing and distinguishing olfactory nisms. In lymphocytes a similar phenomenon of mutually exclusive, monoallelic expression controls the produc-"objects" is not so very different from the problem faced by the visual system in recognizing and distinguishing tion of antigen receptor proteins through a mechanism involving irreversible rearrangements of genomic DNA. visual objects that share some attributes but not others.
The question of how odor coding takes place, howHowever, gene recombination or conversion events that produce irreversible rearrangements are unlikely to acever, is by no means solved and is currently an area of vigorous debate and experimentation. Laurent . This implies that constructs and interprets these different patterns of output remains one of the enduring mysteries of both vision ORs generate a signal to suppress gene switching, but the nature of this inhibitory signal is currently unknown. and olfaction. However, with the unique ability in the olfactory system to genetically manipulate the olfactory Moreover, models involving negative selection have not been entirely ruled out. Clearly, there is still much to receptors-the basic "building blocks" of olfactory objects-understanding how olfactory perception takes learn about this process, including the identification of specific cis-and trans-acting factors that participate in place may inform us more generally about how the brain constructs sensory percepts.
this fascinating regulatory mechanism.
The Future A Gene Expression Puzzle
We now know that the logic of olfactory coding rests
The discovery of the olfactory receptors and their representation in the olfactory bulb opens the door to a great on the one neuron-one receptor rule; for not only does an many unanswered questions, including the properties bracing counterexample. We are increasingly inundated with the idea that science is a team sport, requiring the of olfactory receptors themselves, the developmental patterning of olfactory sensory neuron central projecintegration of disparate skills to make important new discoveries. The dual authorship of the Buck and Axel tions, and the mechanisms regulating the ongoing turnover of these neurons in adult life. Perhaps the greatest paper shows that great discoveries have at their core the genius and motivation of exceptional individuals with challenges lie, however, in understanding how the initial representations of odors are represented and integrated the confidence, courage, and conviction to venture into uncharted territory. in the regions of olfactory cortex outside the olfactory bulb. The piriform cortex represents a substantial porIn the face of all the pressures to produce short-term, tangible evidence of ongoing accomplishments, a labotion of the rodent's brain, yet its functional organization is almost completely enigmatic. Although genetic tracratory environment that genuinely encourages the "highrisk, high payoff" approach to scientific discovery reing experiments by Buck (Zou et al., 2001 ) have suggested that the output from the bulb is not uniformly repremains a rarity. Those of us fortunate to be part of the Axel group in the early days of molecular neurobiology sented in the cortex, we still have little insight into how the bulbar connections to the cortex are organized. At the recall an atmosphere of intellectual excitement mixed with an element of creative chaos, one in which we were level of individual neurons, cells in the cortex are even more selective than those in the bulb, but precisely what given the freedom and support (intellectual, philosophical, and financial) to take leaps of faith and develop information they integrate, and how, remains unknown. Addressing these questions will almost certainly require innovative approaches to cloning and characterizing genes of significance to nervous and immune system an integration of molecular tracing techniques (it is unlikely that conventional neuroanatomy alone will be able function. Those of us outside the lab have marveled at the incredible string of outstanding individuals and to disentangle this complexity) with new tools to map the correspondence between anatomical connectivity discoveries that have flowed from this philosophy. In some circles this might be called "the vision thing," but and neuronal activity. An even greater challenge and opportunity will be to understand the relationship bethis year's Nobel prize clearly shows how rewards go to those who follow their nose. tween connectivity patterns and olfactory-mediated behaviors. Do mammals, for example, like flies and worms, have distinct pathways that mediate attraction to certain 
